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1. INTRODUCTION
There is by now available a rather detailed stability analysis for the
solutions of the abstract Cauchy problem
x$=Tx, x(0)=x0 # E (1)
for a semigroup generator T in a Banach space E (cf. [18, 20, 21]). These
results generally tell that under certain hypotheses the solution x(t, x0)
approaches 0 at least exponentially fast as t  . If (1) describes an
ordinary differential equation then this decay rate is optimal, i.e. no non-
trivial solution approaches 0 faster than some exponential. The same is true
for semigroups of normal operators or, more generally multiplication
semigroups.
In general, however, the situation is completely different as there are
simple examples (translation semigroup on a bounded interval or on the
half line) where arbitrary fast decay may occur. It is our objective to
consider ‘‘small solutions’’ (i.e. solutions tending to 0 faster than any
exponential) in some detail.
There is another important reason for the study of small solutions, or
more generally, of lower bounds on trajectories of C0 -semigroups. Unless
T in (1) generates a group, the backward equation
x$=&Tx, x(0)=x0 # E (2)
is not well-posed for all x0 # E. Obviously u(t)=e(t0&t)Tu0 solves (2) on
[0, t0] if x0=et0 Tu0 for some u0 # E (see [16]). Actually, a solution of (2)
is unique on [0, t0] if et0 T is one-to-one or, equivalently, if (etT )t0 does
not possess an eventually vanishing solution. Similarly the absence of
small solutions to (1) shows that every solution of (2) grows at most
exponentially, if it exists.
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It is well-known that the case of an eventually vanishing solution can be
characterized in terms of the growth of the local resolvent at x0 as Re z  &
(see [14, Theorem 16.7.6]).
In Section 2 we will generalize this approach and show that one may in
a similar way relate the decay rate of a small solution to (an upper bound
of) the growth of the local resolvent (Theorem 2). Generally speaking the
faster &etTx& tends to 0, the slower the local resolvent at x0 grows as
Re z  &.
In Section 3 we will specialize to holomorphic semigroups. In general
analyticity restricts the decay rate in some way. This is obvious for the fact
that for those semigroups no non-trivial trajectory may vanish eventually.
Actually, by known results, far more than this is true. In particular the
norm of any solution may be bounded below by c exp(&dt:), where :>1
is related to the angle of holomorphy of the semigroup. We will only
consider the situation where the angle of holomorphy is ?2. Here we will
prove a theorem which provides a condition for an exponentially decaying
lower bound.
On the other hand, there are holomorphic semigroups of angle ?2
having small solutions. An example for this situation, applications to partial
differential equations and some scattered results concerning semigroups on
Lp-spaces are the contents of Section 4.
Having in mind applications to partial differential operators we study
holomorphic semigroups. In another context, namely functional differential
equations, there is a comparatively well developed theory concerning (the
absence of) small solutions; see [7, 10, 13, 17] and the references cited
therein. In this situation the semigroup will be eventually compact but not
holomorphic in general. Compactness, however, will be no point in our
approach.
2. BASIC RESULTS FOR GENERIC SEMIGROUPS
Throughout let E be a Banach space and let (etT )t0 be a C0-semigroup
of operators such that &etT &Me|0 t. For the general theory of C0 -semi-
groups we refer the reader to [8] or [19]. Let x0 # E then the function
R0 % t [ etTx0 is a small solution if limt   eta &etTx0&=0 for every a # R.
For notational convenience we will denote the set of small solutions by
E(T ). By the local resolvent of an operator A at x0 we mean the maximal
analytic continuation of \(A) % z [ (z&A)&1 x0 to a given simply connected
open set. We will generally write (z&A)&1 x0 for the local resolvent as
well. By Cb , C kb , C
k
c we will denote the spaces of bounded continuous,
bounded k-times differentiable, compactly supported k-times differentiable
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functions. The closure of Cc with respect to the sup-norm will be denoted
by C0 .
Proposition 1. The following assertions hold :
(i) E(T ) is invariant under etT for t0.
(ii) dim E(T )=0 or dim E(T )=.
(iii) E(T ) & n # N D(T n)=[0] if and only if E(T)=[0]
(iv) x # E(T ) if and only if
[z : |z|<e&|0 t] % z [ (1&zetT )&1 x
has an entire extension.
Proof. (i) is obvious. To prove (ii), assume that E(T ) is finite-dimen-
sional, hence closed and (etT )-invariant. The restriction of (etTx) to E(T )
defines a group, and so every small solution is trivial, i.e. E(T )=[0].
(iii) Let x # E(T ), , # C c (R>0). Then it is well-known that
y :=|

0
,(s) esTx Sd # ,
n # N
D(T n)
(see e.g. [11, Exercise VIII.3.3]). The assertion now follows from the
estimate
eat &etTy&|

0
|,(s)| eat &e(s+t)Tx& ds
&s [ e&as,(s)&1 sup
st
[eas &esTx&]C sup
s0
[eas &esTx&].
(iv) If x # E(T ) then for every z # C"[0] there exist c>0 such that for
a :=(1t) ln |z| the estimate
&zkektTx&=ekt(a+1) &ektTx& e&ktce&kt
holds for all t>0. This shows that k # N zkektTx is absolutely convergent.
Its limit clearly defines an entire extension of z [ (1&zetT )&1 x.
Conversely, if f (z) :=(1&zeT )&1 x then by Cauchy’s Estimate we have
for arbitrary a # R, n # N
&enTx&=" 1n! f (n)(0)"e&na sup|z|=ea & f (z)&.
This implies &eatetTx&Me ||0 |+|a| sup |z|=ea & f (z)& and thus x # E(T ). K
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Let us remark that assertion (iv) is a consequence of [21, Lemma 3.2].
For the reader’s convenience we have included a proof of it.
Let us also mention that one may reformulate (iv) equivalently in terms
of the local resolvent of the generator using [21, Proposition 3.1], but
since this is of limited benefit in applications we will not do so. However,
in Theorem 2 we are going to show how the decay of &etTx& as t   and
the growth of &(z&T )&1 x& as Re z  & can be related.
We will need the following Theorem of van Neerven:
Theorem 1 [18, Thm. 4.5.2]. If for some x0 # E, z0<0 the local
resolvent of T at x0 exists for all Re z>z0 , then for each * # \(T) one has
&etT (*&T )&1 x0&C(1+t)(1&z0)(K(z0)+1) ez0 t,
where K(z0) :=supRe z>z0 &(z&T )
&1 x0 &&x0&.
Theorem 2. Let , # C2(R0; R0) satisfy ,(0)=,$(0)=0, ,", ,$>0
on R>0 and assume that limt   ,$(t)=. Then for any x # E the following
assertions are true:
(i) If there exists c0>0 such that
&etTx&c0 exp[&,(t)], t>0
then for any 0<’<1 there is c1>0 such that for Re z<0
&(z&T )&1 x&c1 exp {&Re z(,$)&1 \&Re z’ +&’, \(,$)&1 \&
Re z
’ ++=
(ii) If there is a constant c2>0 such that
&(z&T )&1 x&c2 exp(,(&Re z)), Re z<0,
then for any w # \(T ), 0<’<1 there exists c3>0 such that
&etT (w&T )&1 x&c3 exp[,((,$)&1 (’t))&’t(,$)&1 (’t)], t>0.
We note that for the special choice ,(t)=t:, :1, part (i) of Theorem 2
restates the assertion of [7, Theorem 1.5].
The assumptions on the function , exclude the linear case, since in this
situation the proof needs a slight modification and these cases are well-
known. Indeed, if in (i) , is linear, then obviously the local resolvent exists
on a half plane determined by the slope of ,. And a linear , in (ii) implies
that etTx vanishes eventually by [14, Theorem 16.7.6].
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Proof. (i) For Re z<0, 0<’<1 let f (t) :=Re zt+’,(t). Then by
elementary calculus we obtain
inf
t>0
f (t)=f \(,$)&1 \&Re z’ ++
=Re z(,$)&1 \&Re z’ ++’, \(,$)&1 \&
Re z
’ ++
which shows that
&Re zt&,(t)=&Re zt&’,(t)&(1&’) ,(t)
&Re z(,$)&1 \&Re z’ +&’, \(,$)&1 \&
Re z
’ ++
&(1&’) ,(t).
It follows that
&(z&T )&1 x&|

0
e&Re zt &etTx& dt
c0 exp \&Re z(,$)&1 \&Re z’ +&’,((,$)&1 \&
Re z
’ +++
_|

0
e&(1&’) ,(t) dt
c1 exp \&Re z(,$)&1 \&Re z’ +&n, \(,$)&1 \&
Re z
’ +++
proving (i).
(ii) Letting z0=&r, r>0 in van Neerven’s Theorem (Theorem 1) we
have
&etT (w&T )&1 x0 &C(1+t)(1+r)(1+c2e,(r)) e&rt
C(1+t) e,(r)+ln(1+r)&rt
for any r>0. Putting r :=(,$)&1 (’t) yields
&etT (w&T )&1 x0&C(1+t) exp[,((,$)&1 (’t))&’t(,$)&1 (’t)]
} exp[&(1&’) t(,$)&1 (’t)+ln(1+(,$)&1 (’t))]
C’ exp[,((,$)&1 (’t))&’t(,$)&1 (’t)].
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The last step follows from the estimate
&(1&’) t(,$)&1 (’t)+ln(1+(,$)&1 (’t))+ln(1+t)
(1&(1&’) t)(,$)&1 (’t)+ln(1+t)1&(1&’) t+ln(1+t)
1&’&ln(1&’) (3)
for tt0 , where t0(1&’)&1 satisfies (,$)&1 (’t0)1. Hence the left hand
side in (3) is bounded above in t. K
Let us illustrate the relationship between decay rates of trajectories and
related growth rates for the local resolvents in the following
Example 1. (i) (cf. [7, Theorem 1.5]) If &etTx&Ce&t :, :>1, then
&(z&T)&1 x&C’ exp {(:&1) ’ \&Re(z):’ +
:(:&1)
= ,
where Re z<0.
Conversely, if &(z&T )&1 x&C exp[(&Re(z)):(:&1)] for Re z<0,
:>1 then
&etT (w&T)&1 x&C’ exp {& 1:&1 \
:&1
:
’t+
:
= .
(ii) (cf. the discussion following [7, Theorem 1.5]) &etTx&Ce&t ln t
implies &(z&T )&1 x&C’ exp((’e) e&(Re z’)), if Re z<0.
Also
&(z&T)&1 x&C exp(e&Re z)
for Re z<0 yields &etT (w&T)&1 x&C’ exp(&’t ln(t’e)).
(iii) If &etTx&Ce&e t then
&(z&T)&1 x&C’ exp(&Re z ln(&(Re z’e)), for Re z<0.
Conversely, &(z&T )&1 x&C exp(&Re z ln(&Re z)) for Re z<0 gives
&etT (w&T )&1 x&C’ exp(&e’t&1).
As is apparent from the examples the growth orders in Theorem 2 are
almost ‘‘circular’’ in the sense that if one e.g. applies (ii) to the resolvent
estimate obtained from (i) one almost returns at the original estimate
though for &etT (w&T )&1 x& and up to some multiplicative constant. In
fact, an elementary calculation shows that this would hold exactly, if one
would be able to put ’=1.
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3. HOLOMORPHIC SEMIGROUPS
As already pointed out in the introduction, for holomorphic semigroups
small solutions cannot approach zero too fast. This is shown by the
following Theorem of Kre@$ n and Prozorovskaya.
Theorem 3 [16, Theorem 4]. Let (etT )t0 be holomorphic of angle
:0(?2), 0<:0<1 such that &(z&T)&1&C(1+|z| )&1 holds for all |arg(z)|
(1+:)(?2), whenever 0<:<:01. Then for every x # E there are
constants c: , d:>0 such that
&etTx&c: &x& exp(&d: t1:), t0. (4)
Let us concentrate on the case frequently encountered in applications,
where the semigroup is of angle ?2. Theorem 3 shows that the decay rate
in this situation is slower than exp(&dt1+=) for any =>0. In general,
without imposing further conditions one may not put ==0 in (4). This can
be seen from Example 6 or, more generally, from Proposition 2 below.
On the other hand by a Theorem of Agmon and Nirenberg ([2,
Theorem 2.4]; see Corollary 2 below) one may replace exp(&dt1+=) by
exp(&dt ln t) if the growth of &ezT& along parallels of the imaginary axis
is at most exponential.
And in Corollary 1 we will see that ifroughly speakingthe growth of
&ezT & is subexponential (as |Im z|  ) then the estimate (4) even holds
with ==0.
Theorem 4. Let (etT )t0 be a holomorphic semigroup of angle ?2, let
, : 0 :=[z: Re z>0]  C be an analytic function, and define
\: R0_R>0  R>0, \(t, s)= sup
Re z=s
[ |,(t+z)| &ezT&].
If \(t, } ) is locally bounded for all t0 then for each x # E there are $,
c0>0, d # R such that
&etTx&c0 &x& etd&ln \(t, $), for all t>$. (5)
Proof. Let x # E, and define f : 0  E by f (z)=,(z) ezTx. Let $>0,
c1>0 be such that &e$Tx&c1 &x&, which is possible by strong continuity.
Let 0<t0<$ then
Mf (t0)= sup
Re z=t0
& f (z)& sup
Re z=t0
|,(z)| &ezT& &x&
=\(0, t0) &x&
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and
Mf (t+$)= sup
Re z=t+$
|,(z)| &ezTx&
 sup
Re z=t+$
|,(z)| &e(z&t)T & &etTx&=\(t, $) &etTx&.
Let 0a, b :=[z # C : a<Re z<b]. By assumption f (0t0 , t+$) is bounded
and analytic, so by the Three Lines Theorem
c1 |,($)| &x&|,($)| &e$Tx&=& f ($)&
Mf (t0)1&{ Mf (t+$){, where {=
$&t0
t+$&t0
.
Hence
c1 |,($)| &x&(\(0, t0) &x&)1&{ (\(t, $) &etTx&){,
or, solving for &etTx&, we obtain
&etTx&\(0, t0) &x& \c1 |,($)|\(0, t0) +
1{
\(t, $)&1
c1 |,($)| &x& exp { t$&t0 ln \
c1 |,($)|
\(0, t0) +&ln \(t, $)= ,
which yields (5). K
We will apply Theorem 4 in the following two Corollaries to the case of
subexponential and exponential growth of &ezT& on parallels of iR. We first
consider subexponential growth.
Corollary 1. Assume that for some a # R, 0<:<1, and a locally bounded
function : R>0  R>0 one has
&ezT&(Re z) ea |Im z| : (6)
Then for every x # E there are constants c>0, d # R such that
&etTx&c &x& e&dt for all t0
Proof. For Re z>0 let ,(z) :=e&#z: (principle branch), where #>0 will
be chosen later. Since
Re((t+z):)=|z+t|: cos \: arctan \ Im zt+Re z++
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for t0, we have
|Im z|: cos \: ?2+|z+t| : cos \:
?
2+Re((t+z):),
so for t>0 we obtain
|,(z+t)| &ezT&e&# cos(:(?2)) |Im z| : &ezT&.
Now the assumption shows that (using the notation as in Theorem 4)
\(t, s)(s) sup
y0
exp {\a&# cos \: ?2++ y:=(s), (7)
provided #acos(:(?2)). Hence Theorem 4 is applicable and (7) yields
that \(t, $) is bounded. By Theorem 4 the assertion follows. K
Corollary 2 (cf. [2, Theorem 2.4]). If a>0 and : R>0  R>0 is
locally bounded and
&ezT&(Re z) ea |Im z|
holds for Re z>0, then for any x # E there are constants c, d>0 such that
&etTx&c &x& exp {&td&4a? t ln t= for all t>0.
For completeness we will include the proof, which basically utilizes the
same idea as the one given in [2].
Proof. Let Re z>0, #=4a?, and ,(z)=e#z log(z) (principle branch). For
s, t>0 we then have
\(t, s)(s) sup
Re z=s
e# Re((z+t) log(z+t)+a |Im z| ). (8)
Now if t+z=x+iy we obtain
# Re((z+t) log(z+t))+a |Im z|
=# \x2 log(x2+y2)&y arctan
y
x++a | y |=: h( y)
By calculus one may see that h has a global maximum at y=x and so
sup
y # R
h( y)=# \x2 ln(2x2)&x
?
4++ax=#x ln x+#x ln - 2. (9)
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It follows that
\(t, $)c$ e#(t+$)(ln(t+$)+ln - 2)
and by the estimate
(t+$) ln(t+$)t ln t+t+$(1+ln(t+$))t ln t+c0+d0 t
for some c0 , d0>0, the assertion follows from Theorem 4. K
As an application of Corollary 1 let us prove the following:
Theorem 5. Let (etT)t0 be holomorphic of angle ?2 with _(T )R0
and assume that for some M0 the estimates
&(z&T )&1&
M
|Im z|
, if Re z<0, Im z{0, and
(10)
&(z&T )&1&
M
|z|
, for Re z>0
hold. Then for Re z>0 one has
&ezT&6 Me |z|
1+Re z
Re z
. (11)
Moreover, for any x # E there are constants c, d>0 such that
&etTx&c &x& e&dt.
Proof. Let v>0 and consider the path 1=11 _ 12 _ 13 where
11, 3=[tiv : &<t0]
12={veit : &?2t
?
2= .
We are going to show that
ezT=|
1
ez*(*&T )&1 d*. (12)
Let us assume (12) for the moment. In order to estimate &ezT& we first
consider the integral over 11 . Here we have
"|11 e
z*(*&T )&1 d*"|
0
&
et Re z+v Im z
M
v
dt=
M
v Re z
ev Im z,
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and for 13 we obtain
"|13 e
z*(*&T )&1 d*" Mv Re z e&v Im z.
For the integral over 12 we get
"|12 e
z*(*&T )&1 d*"|
?2
&?2
|exp(zveit)|
M
v
dt
|
?2
&?2
e |z| v
M
v
dt=
?M
v
e |z| v,
and, putting all together,
&ezT&
2M
v Re z
ev |Im z|+
?M
v
ev |z|

6M
v Re z
(1+Re z) ev |z|.
Now taking v=|z|&1 we obtain the estimate
&ezT&6Me |z|
1+Re z
Re z
which proves the assertion.
So it remains to show (12) above. Using [19, Theorem 1.7.7] and
Cauchy’s Theorem we only need to prove that
|
1r
ez*(*&T)&1 d*  0, as r  , (13)
for 1r :=[&r+i((1&t) v0&tr tan %): 0t1], where v0{0, (?2)+|arg z|
<sgn(v0)%<?, and r>|v0 tan %|. (1r joins the path 11, 3 with the path
[* : arg *=%, v0 Re *>0].)
Now write z=x+iy then
"|1r e
z*(*&T )&1 d*"
="|
1
0
exp[z(&r+i((1&t) v0&tr tan %))]
} [&r+i((1&t) v0&tr tan %)&T]&1 (&i)(v0+r tan %) dt"
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|
1
0
exp[&rx&v0 y+t | y| |r tan %+v0 |]
M
|(1&t) v0&tr tan %|
} |v0+r tan %| dt  0, as r  ,
(by dominated convergence) whenever x&| y tan %|>0. To prove it observe
that
x&| y tan %|=x \1&| y |x |tan %|+=x(1&|tan(arg z) tan %| )
and since (?2)+|arg z|<|%|<? we know that
|tan %|=&tan |%|<&tan \?2+|arg z|+=cot |arg z|.
This yields |tan(arg z)| |tan %|<1 and thus x&| y tan %|>0. Now (12)
follows and the proof is complete. K
The following corollary provides a class of generators to which Theorem 5
applies.
Corollary 3. Let T : D(T )E  E be densely defined and closed with
_(T )R and assume that for some M0 the estimate
&(z\iT )&1&
M
|Re z|
(14)
holds for all |Re z|>0. Then &T 2 generates a holomorphic semigroup of
angle ?2 and for any x # E there are constants c, d>0 such that
&e&tT2x&c &x& e&dt.
Proof. Let us note that the fact that &T 2 generates a holomorphic
semigroup is well-known [3, Theorem and Remark A-II.1.15]. Also once
we have shown the estimates in (10), the remaining assertion follows
readily from Corollary 1. To prove (10) we use the identity
(z2+T 2)&1=
1
2z
((z+iT )&1+(z&iT )&1),
and may estimate
&(z2+T 2)&1&
1
2 |z|
(&(z+iT )&1&+&(z&iT )&1&)
M
|z| |Re z|
.
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Let w=u+iv # C"R0 then there is a square root z of w with postive real
part,
Re z=
- 2
2
(u+|w| )12=
- 2
2
|u| 12 \\1+v
2
u2+
12
+sgn(u)+
12
.
For Re w=u<0 we obtain
|z| Re z=
- 2
2
|u| 12 (u2+v2)14 ((1+(vu)2)12&1)12
=
- 2
2
|v| \ (1+(vu)
2)12
(1+(vu)2)12+1+
12

|v|
2
.
This yields
&(w+T 2)&1&=&(z2+T 2)&1&
M
|z| Re z

2M
|Im w|
, Re w<0<Re z.
For u=Re w>0 we have
|z| Re z=
- 2
2
|w| 12 (u+|w| )12
- 2
2
|w|
which implies
&(w+T 2)&1&
- 2 M
|w|
.
(This also yields that &T 2 generates a holomorphic semigroup.) K
The next result shows that for a class of fractional power semigroups,
which are holomorphic of angle ?2, there are always small solutions of
decay like e&#t ln(t) some #<1. Recall that this is just the type of decay
asserted in Corollary 2 for the case of exponential growth of &ezT& as
|Im z|  . Actually it is not hard to see that these semigroups satisfy this
growth assumption (see Example 6 in Section 4).
Proposition 2. Let (etT )t0 be uniformly bounded (so 1 # \(T )) and let
x0 # E be a small solution such that for some c, d>0, ;>1, &etTx0 &
c exp (&dt;) holds for all t0. Then one has the estimate
&(1&T )&z x0 &
c
;
d &Re z;
1(Re z;)
|1(z)|
, Re z>0. (15)
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Moreover, if z=t>0 then
&(1&T )&t x0&c
d &t;
(1&1;) t1((1&1;) t)
.
In particular, if t>0 is sufficiently large, for some c1>0, ’ # R the estimate
&(1&T )&t x0 &c1 exp \&\1&1;+ t ln t&’t+ (16)
holds.
Proof. Taking the Laplace-transform, we may estimate
&(1&T )&z x0 &
1
|1(z)| |

0
tRe z&1e&t &etTx0& dt (17)
therefore, if &etTx0&ce&dt
;
&(1&T ) &zx0&
c
|1(z)| |

0
tRe z&1e&t& t; dt

c
; |1(z)|
d &Re z; |

0
sRe z;&1 e&s ds
=
c
; |1(z)|
d &Re z;1 \Re z; + ,
where we substituted s=dt; in the second step.
Now for z=t>0 we need an estimate for 1(t;)1(t). Here we make use
of the representation
1
1(t)
=te#t ‘

n=1 \1+
t
n+ e&tn,
where # is Euler’s constant (cf. [1, 6.1.3]). This gives
1(t;)
1(t)
=
te#t
(t;) e#t;
‘

n=1
(1+(tn)) e&tn
(1+(t;n)) e&(tn;)
=;e#t(1&1;) ‘

n=1
(1+(tn))
(1+(tn;))
e&(1&1;)(tn).
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Now
1+
t
n
1+
t
n;
+
t
n
&
t
n;
+
(;&1) t2
;2n2
=\1+ tn;+\1+\1&
1
;+
t
n+ .
Hence
1(t;)
1(t)
;e#t(1&1;) ‘

n=1 \1+\1&
1
;+
t
n+ e&(1&1;) tn
=;
1
(1&1;) t1((1&1;) t)
.
Finally, estimate (16) follows from Stirling’s formula [1, 6.1.37] and the
proof is complete. K
4. APPLICATIONS
In the following we will provide some applications of the results of
Section 3 to (mostly) parabolic partial differential equations. With the
exception of the example corresponding to Proposition 2, we will find
conditions which imply an individual lower exponential bound, i.e. for
some f-dependent constants c, d>0 the estimate
&etTf &ce&dt &x& (18)
holds.
We start with the most obvious example for Corollary 3.
Example 2. Let E be any of the spaces Lp(Rn), 1p<, BUC(Rn)
(bounded uniformly continuous functions), or C0 (Rn) (continuous functions
vanishing at infinity). Consider the translation group eitTj f =f ( }+tej ),
where ej denotes the j th unit vector, 1 jn. Its generator iTj is the
closure of iTj, 0 : C c (R)E  E, iTj, 0 f=j f. Applying Corollary 3 to the
commuting operators T1 , ..., Tn we see that
&ez2& ‘
n
j=1
&e&zTj
2
&C |z| n \1+Re zRe z +
n
, (19)
thus (18) holds.
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Let us note that estimate (19) can be improved. Indeed, by Young’s
inequality,
&et2&&+z&1=\ |z|Re z+
n2
, (20)
where +z(x)=(4?z)&n2 exp(&|x| 2(4z)) denotes the heat kernel. Actually,
in the case E=L1 one has equality in (20).
The heat kernel estimate in the preceding example suggests that an upper
Gaussian bound for the kernel of semigroup operators should suffice in
order to verify the assumptions of Corollary 1. Indeed, this can be done.
Typical for this approach is the following example, which immediately
follows from [9, Theorem 3.4.8 and Corollary 3.2.8].
Example 3. Let 0Rn be a region, let a # W 1, loc2 , and assume that
H := :
1i, jn

xi
aij (x)

xj
is uniformly elliptic, subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then on Lp ,
where 1p< one has the estimate
&ezH&p, pC \ |z|Re z+
n
proving (18).
Of course, on L2 the result is trivial, since H is selfadjoint. But even for
1p2 one actually need not have a Gaussian bound on the kernel of
the semigroup. Indeed, it suffices to know that the semigroup operators
etH map Lp boundedly into L2 , which typically follows from Sobolev’s
Imbedding Theorem, thereby reducing to the L2-case. For easier reference
let us record this and some related observations in the following:
Proposition 3. Let 0 be a measure space, 1p<, let (etT )t0 be
a C0-semigroup on Lp , and suppose that &etT |Lp & Lp$ &p$, p$ is finite and
uniformly bounded on every compact subset of R0 . Then (etT )t0 defines a
C0-semigroup on Lq , if |(1q)&(12)||(1p)&(12)| and the following
holds:
(i) For every f # Lp & Lp$ there are constants cf>0, | # R such that
&etTf &pcf e&|t &etTf &22 . (21)
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(ii) If p2 and etT maps Lp boundedly into Lp$ for all t>0 then for
every f # Lp estimate (21) holds.
Note that if in addition to the assumptions of Proposition 3(i) the
semigroup is order-positive then &etTg&pcf e&|t &etTf &22 holds, whenever
g # Lp , f # Lp & Lp$ and g f0.
We omit the easy proof of Proposition 3, which is based upon inter-
polation and repeated use of Ho lder’s inequality.
The following example deals with second order parabolic differential
equations which need not be (formally) selfadjoint.
Example 4. Let a # C 2b(R"[0]) be such that a$, a" are bounded, too.
Also let b # C 1c(R), c # Cb(R), and define T : C
2
c(R)C0(R)  C0(R) by
(Tf )(x)=a(x)2 f "(x)+b(x) f $(x)+c(x) f (x).
Then the closure of T generates a holomorphic semigroup such that every
f # C0(R)+ satisfies (18), where C0(R)+ denotes the order-positive cone in
C0(R).
Proof. The proof will consist of two main steps. In the first one we will
show that for some particular choice of c (depending on a and b) T may
be identified as the square of a generator of a bounded C0-group. Then we
employ a perturbation argument to deal with the general case. See also
[6, 12] for similar approaches and results.
Let , # C(R_R; R) be the flow associated with the ordinary differential
equation
y$=a( y), y(0)=x. (22)
(The boundedness of a implies that the flow is global.) Let x0 # R be
arbitrary and define
m(x)=exp \a(x)2 &|
x
x0
b(!)
2a(!)
d!+ .
Clearly m # C2 and, since b has compact support,
0<inf |m(x)|sup |m(x)|<. (23)
Let (etS)t # R denote the uniformly bounded C0-group given by
(etSf )(x)=
m(x)
m(,(t, x))
f (,(t, x)). (24)
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Since the Dirac measure $x with support in x # R is a bounded functional,
for f # C 1c , clearly f # D(S) and
(Sf )(x)=lim
t a 0
1
t
($x , etSf&f )
=t \,(0, x) f $(x)&m$(x)m(x) f (x)+
=a(x) \ f $(x)&m$(x)m(x) f (x)+ ,
and for f # C 2c we obtain
(S2f )(x)=a(x)2 f "(x)+\a$(x) a(x)&2 m$(x)m(x) a(x)+ f $(x)+c0(x),
where c0( } ) is given by
c0(x) :=&
b(x) a$(x)
a(x)
+
b(x)2
4(a(x))2
&
1
2
a(x) a"(x)+
1
2
b$(x)+
1
4
(a$(x))2. (25)
We have to prove that C 2c is a core for S
2. Using [15, Problem II.-5.19]
we need to show that (z2&S 2)[C 2c ]=(z&S)[D0] is dense for some
z>0, where D0=(z+S)[C 2c]. Now boundedness of a implies that Cc is
invariant under etT, and since a # C2, by differentiable dependence of the
solution of (22) on the parameters, C 2c is invariant, too. Using [8, Theorem
1.9] we have shown that C 2c is a core for S. By [15, Problem II.-5.19]
again, D0 is dense. Since obviously D0D(S) and D0 is invariant under
etS, it is a core for S by [8, Theorem 1.9]. Using [15, Problem II.-5.19]
once again (z&S)[D0] is dense and C 2c proves to be a core for S
2.
Theorem 5 thus implies (18) in the case c=c0 .
Now for general c # Cb let B denote the bounded operator of multiplica-
tion by c( } )&c0( } ), i.e. T=S 2+B. Since adding a multiple of the identity
does not change E(S2+B) we may assume that Bf0 for all f0. We
are going to apply [4, Theorem 1.1] to S2+B and thus have to check that
both etS and (z&S 2&B)&1 for sufficiently large z # R are order-positive.
From the identity (z2&S 2)&1=(z+S)&1 (z&S)&1 we see that (z&S2)&1
is order-positive for z>0 and since
etS 2=s-lim
n   \1&
t
n
S 2+
&n
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order-positivity of etS 2 is evident. From the Neumann series expansion
(z&S 2&B)&1=(z&S 2)&1 :

n=0
[B(z&S2)&1]n
we see that (z&S2&B)&1 is order-positive for z sufficiently large (so that
the right hand side converges). Now [4] shows that T=S 2+B generates
an order-positive holomorphic semigroup. Furthermore, [4, Theorem 1.2]
implies that
etTfetS2f, and hence &etTf &&etS 2f &
whenever f # C0(R)+. By Corollary 3 the proof is complete. K
It is worth noting that the argument of the second part of the proof of
Example 4 provides the following fact: If A, A+B generate order-positive
semigroups on a Banach lattice E and B is order-positive then for f # E+ ,
&etAf & provides a lower bound for &et(A+B)f &. In particular E(A+B) &
E+E(A) & E+.
A second look at the proof shows that the assumption on b to be of
compact support is more than what is necessary. Actually, we only need to
assure that m satisfies (23), so it suffices to suppose that &b&1 is finite.
Similarly one could also relax the conditions imposed on c.
In the following example we consider the semigroup associated with the
Cauchy process.
Example 5. Let 1p< and let (etT )t0 be defined on Lp(R) as
convolution with the Poisson kernel +t , i.e.
+t(x) :=\2?+
12 t
t2+x2
.
Then (etT ) extends to a holomorphic semigroup of angle ?2. Moreover for
any Re z>0 one has the estimate
&ezT & p, p&+z&1\8?+
12
(1+|z| 2)12 |z| \1+ 1(Re z)2+ , (26)
and (18) holds for all f # Lp .
Proof. The fact that the Poisson kernel defines a C0-semigroup on L1
is well-known (see e.g. [5, II.10.2]). Since its Fourier transform is
+t(x)=e&t |x|, it is plain that on L2 one may replace t>0 by z # C as long
as Re z>0. By interpolation, (etT ) extends to a holomorphic semigroup of
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angle ?2 on Lp as soon as we have shown that &+t exp(i%) &1 satisfies (26)
whenever |%|<?2. (This fact is probably well-known, although the author
does not know a reference.)
To prove (26) we write z=!+i’, !>0, ’ # R and obtain in the case
|’|!
|z2+x2|=((x2+!2&’2)2+4!2’2)12|z| 2. (27)
On the other hand, if |’|>!, we estimate |z2+x2|2 |!’|2!2 and see
that
\?2+
12
|+z(x)|=
|z|
|z2+x2 |
max \ 1|z| ,
|z|
2(Re z)2+
|z|
(Re z)2
We will use this estimate in the case x21+|z| 2.
For x2>1+|z| 2 we have
|x2+z2 |=x2 }1+z
2
x2 }x2 }1&
|z| 2
1+|z| 2 }
=x2
1
1+|z| 2
,
which implies
&+z &12 \2?+
12
|

0
|z|
|z2+x2 |
dx
\8?+
12
\|
(1+|z| 2) 12
0
|z|
(Re z)2
dx+|

(1+|z| 2) 12
1+|z| 2
x2
dx+
=\8?+
12
(1+|z| 2)12 |z| \1+ 1(Re z)2+
proving (26). In view of Corollary 1 the proof is complete. K
Actually, the result is not too surprising. In fact, if 1p2, by the
HardyYoung inequality we may estimate &etTf &p from below by the Lp$ -
norm of the multiplication semigroup (e&t| } | )t0 applied to f. Moreover,
since we are dealing with an order-positive semigroup, Proposition 3
implies the result for 2p<, as long as order-positive trajectories are
concerned.
Our next example concerns Proposition 2.
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Example 6. On Lp(R0), 1p< consider the translation semigroup
(etT )t0 given by (etTf )(x)= f (x+t).
If | f (x)|ce&dx; then we obtain
&etT f &pc \|

0
exp[&p d(t ;+x ;)] dx+
1p
c$e&dt ;,
since x;+t;(x+t);. By Proposition 2 this yields
&(1&T )&t f &pC exp {&\1&1;+ t ln t&’t= (28)
Now, using the Laplace transform as in (17) and Stirling’s formula
[1, 6.1.37] we see that for Re z1 the estimate
&(1&T )&z&p, p
1(Re z)
1( |z| )
C exp \?2 |Im z|+ (29)
holds. Obviously the lower bound given in Corollary 2 yields the correct
type of decay in this case.
Clearly, the same holds if we would have replaced Lp(R0) by Lp(I ) for
some bounded interval I. In this case the fractional power semigroup is
known as the RiemannLiouville semigroup (cf. [14, Section 16.7]). Since
(etT ) is nilpotent in this case the estimate (28) holds uniformly for all f
(actually, in (28) one may put formally ;=) and thus yields the well-
known bound on the norm of the semigroup operators (cf. [14, Section
16.7]).
The previous example shows that the type of decay obtained in
Corollary 2 is optimal under the assumption of at most exponential growth
of &ezT& on parallels of the imaginary axis. The following example,
however, shows that this assumption by no means is necessary in order to
conclude that E(T ) is trivial.
Example 7. On Lp(R), 1p< the multiplication semigroup etTf :=
et, f, with ,(x)=&x2+ix, has the following properties:
(i) (etT ) is holomorphic of angle ?2,
(ii) for every f # Lp , estimate (18) holds, and
(iii) &ezT& p, p=exp[ |Im z| 24 Re z].
We omit the elementary proof.
Note that the function , in the preceding example is the (unbounded)
Fourier multiplier of the operator Tf=f "+f $. Comparing this with Example
2 also shows that, in general, the growth order of &ezT & along parallels of
the imaginary axis may change drastically under small perturbations.
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